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Making Decisions
Video 7:

Refer to PDF’s for information about doing multiple card deck readings for 
yourself and your partners.

3-card reading: 
Using Marc as an example:

What do I need to know about making this decision? What do I need to
know about keeping a certain contractor?

 Card One (WOTO): ‘Here and Now (P)’. Immediately suggests 
 perhaps looking too much into the future about whether or not this 
 person should stay or go given that timing here says that it might not
 be the right timing to make a decision like that. Might not be 100% 
 true because we want to find out what The Enchanted Map has to 
 say too.

 Card Two (The Enchanted Map): ‘Stuck in the Mud’. At the moment
 Marc is stuck with this person but we don’t want to be stuck until it 
 is such time. Suggests haven’t looked around to replace this person or
 have the entire information about the landscape.

 Card Three (W of HR): ‘Eyes of Beauty’. – There’s an expectation of
 something negative there, this is what’s driving the choice. Does say} 
 it evolves into disappointment. So the cards are saying although 
 Marc is looking too far into the future, bring it back into the
 moment, take a good look around and assess the situation correctly. 
 Do know that if it feels there’s a lack of clarity and already don’t have 
 positive expectation, it’s likely going to present what’s expected.

Q.
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Will be doing the same kind of exercise in groups of 3 because then you 
always have one witness and there’s always going to be an option that 
someone will show up to the meeting.

Oracle cards reflect your dominant energy, hidden agendas and what you 
can’t see. You want to be able to see the possibilities and you want to ask 
the right questions. Oracle Cards will lead you to ask more questions.

We do the decision-making cards to see if...

 a) we’re clear about our questions

 b) are we neutral

 c) do we have all the facts?

 d) are we seeing more than we already know?

Ultimately we are seeing things reflected there. You’ll have epiphanies. 
You’ll be able to intuitively notice what’s missing because you start to read 
between cards, naturally.
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